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Abstract – According to abstract we are working on multiple 

cloud system for storing more data in the cloud or sharing of 

huge information from one place to another place with 

minimum cost. According to that we are trying to this project 

reduce same data to did not store in the cloud that why we are 

using multiple cloud application or websites to store more data 

because every cloud is providing minimum space in the cloud 

& over data is time to time increases. So that we are using 

MapReduce technology to get same to store different-different 

data or marge the as a same file of data or Map scale back also 

identify for checked is their same data or what because we are 

using of multiple cloud storage to take more space. if data is 

similar so we are trying to use & identify which gateway server 

or LBA (Logical Block area) are store as same data of files. 

This method mainly from uses of multiple big organization, 

government, Telecom Industry and much more. A hash 

capability created use of session middle of the topology among 

minimizes the task all the same is not movement valued in this 

topology. Why we are working on network topology because 

multiple customer is working or uses of internet in the same 

time to reduce the network error or control the network traffic 

without taking extra time or reduce the network traffic values. 
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1. INTRODUCTION  

MapReduce is one in all the foremost pc frameworks for 

giant processing. Hadoop could be a java-based 

programming language. Hadoop having map scale back and 

Hadoop distributed classification system. Map scale back [1] 

[2] [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] divides a computation into 

map and scale back, that distributed by many map tasks and 

scale back tasks, severally. within the map phase, map 
responsibilities square measure launched in parallel to 

remodel the authentic input splits into intermediate records 

in a very form of key/value pairs. native machine keeps all 

the key/value try and arranged into multiple information 

partitions. every discontinue task fetches its own share of 

information partitions from all map tasks to make the 

ultimate result. There is a shuffle step among map and 

reduce part. the information made by the map part square 

measure ordered reason for data and transferred to the 

acceptable machines implement the scale back part. the 

result of network itinerary square measure all map tasks to 
any or all scale back tasks will produce a good volume of 

network traffic, imposing a heavy management the potency 

of information analytic Applications. By default, 

intermediate information square measure shuffled consistent 

with a hash perform in Hadoop. this could cause immense 

network traffic as a result of it ignores configuration and 

information size related to every key. It manipulates directly 

when a map task exclusively for its cause information, fails 

to use the info aggregation opportunities among multiple 

tasks on completely different machines. Map scale back job 
purpose is to attenuate the overall network traffic. 

    

2. PROBLEM STATEMENT 

MapReduce has emerged because the preferred computing 

framework for giant processing because of its easy 

programming model and automatic management of parallel 

execution. MapReduce and its open supply implementation 

are adopted by leading firms, like Yahoo!, Google and 

Facebook, for varied huge knowledge applications, like 

machine learning, bio information science, and 

Cybersecurity. 
The data made by the map section area unit ordered, 

partitioned off and transferred to the correct machines death 

penalty the reduce section.  

3. EXISTING SYSTEM 

There are unit a couple of drawbacks during this system they 

are: - 

 It depends on a simply distribution of information 

between maps and scale back tasks. 

 No immediate information retrieval. 

 All are working by global internet. 

 Traffic control network are divided into small part 

of area network. 

4. PROPOSED SYSTEM 

Map cut back relies programming model with map operate 

and cut back operate. This Map cut back job is ruined over a 

distributed system composed at a master and a collection of 

employees input. it's divided into chunks that are appointed 

to map tasks. Output divided into as several partitions 

because the range of reducers for the duty. 

 
In this system, we have a tendency to collectively 

contemplate information partition Associate in Nursing 

aggregation for a MapReduce job with an objective that's to 

reduce the whole network traffic. Mainly, we have a 

tendency to advocate an assigned algorithmic rule for 

enormous data applications by mouldering the distinctive 

massive-scale hassle into many sub issues that will be 

resolved in parallel. Moreover, an online set of rules is 

meant to traumatize the knowledge partition and aggregation 

during a dynamic manner. Ultimately, smart sized 

simulation effects demonstrate that our proposals will 



 

appreciably cut back network web site guests fee in each 
offline and on-line cases. 

 

 

4.1 Advantages of Proposed System 

 

 The style and implementation of a sensible cloud-

backed storage system for storing and sharing huge 

information. 

 Reduces network traffic value in each offline and 

on-line case. 

5. CLOUDFLARE DESIGN 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

6.  CLOUD OF CLOUDS SYSTEMS 

In cloud computing, a cloud is working on several group 

like that server, network, application, storage, internet, any 

cloud related platform like amazon web services, azure 

platform, VMware workstation, or any cloud computing 

deployment models like public, private, hybrid, community 

clouds typically all company are working on any cloud 

providers or using cloud computing deployment models. 

Cloud computing  

also provides some services to use in the cloud platform to 

couple your cloud-of-cloud cloud work areas according to 

customer needs or uses they are asking to we just want one 

platform do uses all the services or models in one 

application or one platform according of that we are 

developing to get all the cloud related services or application 

or models are work in the one place because business is 

trying to get lot of more profit less time or cloud is not a 

small thing it is else we cannot explain in few words it is 

working on big budget area or we also do that web hosting, 

storage and the full stack holder software, configure multi 

cloud in less time or one pc workstation. Cloud computing 

are providing some services in the cloud platform [1] like 

Iaas (Infrastructure as a Services), SaaS (Software as a 

Services), PaaS (Platform as a Services) they all services are 

provide different-different work according to the users.  

 

 

 

 

 

6.1 Cloud Service Models of Cloud Computing: - 

 

    1. Software as a Service (SaaS): Software as a Service is 

basically used to on demand as a service. It is pay per use of 

application software to the users. Or Software as a Service is 
a independent platform. And no need to install any kind of 

software on your pc. It is run a single instance of the 

software. Software as a Service is a cheap service according 

to others. Or all computing resources are managed by 

vendor.  

 

    2. Platform-as-a-service (PaaS): In this model, this service 

is made up of a programming language execution 

environment, an operating system, a web server and a 

database. PaaS has some may benefits like lower cost, 

scalability, updated software system, less admin overhead. 

According to this model you are manage data & the 
application resources all other resources are managed by the 

vendors.    

 

     3. Infrastructure-as-a-service (IaaS): this service is 

offered to the cloud computing architecture and 

infrastructure all cloud computing resources but in a virtual 

environment so that multiple users can access them. 

Resources include data storage, virtualization, server, 

networking. This cloud services are providing to help some 

section like operating system, virtual m/c and storage, ip 

Figure 5: System Architecture of 

Cloudflare 

Figure 6: Cloud of Clouds 

 

Figure 6.1: Cloud Service Models 



 

addresses, enhanced scalability Such as application, data 
runtime, middleware.      

 

 

 

 

6.2 Cloud Computing Types: - 

The most cloud deployments are: 

 

1. Private Cloud: A private cloud is a part of cloud 

computing and private cloud are used to provide 

security and high protection of important data 
actually private cloud provide scalability and self-

service. Private cloud is work on single company 

organization. Private cloud has provided some 

characteristics like: single tenant architecture, 

dedicated customer, high reliability security agility, 

efficiency   

2. Public Cloud: A public cloud is a part of cloud 

computing and public cloud are used to publicly for 

collect information to provide all over the world 

with throw the internet actually public cloud has 

some characteristics like: multitenant architecture, 
pay as you go pricing model, supports multiple 

customers, zero maintenance, scalability.       

3. Hybrid Cloud: Hybrid cloud deployments of 

combine public and private clouds. Hybrid cloud 

has provided some characteristics like: high 

scalability & elasticity, partially shared & 

dedicated, easy transition, secure & safe. 

4. Community cloud: community cloud provides 

cloud computing services to a group of 

organizations or individuals. It is a comparatively 

more secure than the public cloud but less secure 

than the private cloud. 

7. MODEL AND GUARANTEES 

7.1 Comparing Base Lease Objects 

 

Cloud Computing are provide so much types of services 

here we are trying to get which service are better than other 

or less than compare with the cost so that we are divided 

into four part to identify easily with services are good so 

first column are present all services names are their second 

column are define ratio of marketing or third column are 

identify the cost ratio and final fourth column are provide 

the progress of the report. Progress of the report are defined 
two types of that like (obstruction freedom, deadlock 

freedom)    

Table 7.1: Comparison of Various Services 

Service #A Costs 

(µ$) 

Progress 

AWS S3 3 15 Obstruction-

Freedom 

Google Storage 3 15 Obstruction-

Freedom 

Azure Blob Storage 3 15.6 Obstruction-

Freedom 

Rack Space Files 3 0 Obstruction-

Freedom 

Azure Queue 3 1.2 Deadlock-

Freedom 

Rack Space Queue 3 3 Deadlock-

Freedom 

AWS DynamoDB 2 subs.∗ Deadlock-

Freedom 

Google Datastore 4 2.4 Obstruction-

Freedom 

 

 

8. CLOUDFLARE IMPLEMENTATION 

Cloudflare is an American based company to provide 

website infrastructure and website security or gave network 
services. Cloudflare is working online based or it work on 

your internet application or no need to install any hardware 

devices or software devices without changes any code or 

deploying or modifying you. Cloudflare secures [2] and 

ensures the reliability of your external facing resources such 

as a website, APLS, and applications. It protects your 

internal resources such as behind the firewall applications 

terms and devices and it your platform for developing 

globally scalable applications. 

Cloudflare also provide protection and manage every types 

of cloud computing deployment models. And Cloudflare are 

also provide single dashboard to all over the cloud 
computing deployment. Cloudflare are provide better 

performance, security, DNS. 

 

 
 

Figure 8.1 Cloudflare Designed 

.    

9. ASSOCIATED WORK 

 

9.1 Security 

 

Cloudflare are control the traffic or protect the malicious in 

cloud. Cloudflare are reaches in the original web server 

before that attacker are attack in the cloud server. Cloudflare 

are analyse your threats or your potential request in the 

Cloudflare.  

Cloudflare security are provide four characteristics: 

 Visitor ip address 



 

 Resource requesting 

 Request pay load and frequency 

 Customer defined firewall rules  

 

 

9.2 Performance 

  

Cloudflare have optimized all activity in your website 

resources for your incoming or outgoing sources. Cloudflare 

are work to-gather data centre to check your website is static 

or dynamic. Cloudflare are provide faster route in the cloud 

network to easily access your website and uses of your data 

centre resources and services or directly send and accept 

your request in your website. Basically, Cloudflare 

performance are resource request to arrive to your customer 

visit. Your structure is flat rate to provide predictability and 

reliability in our DDos bandwidth. Cloudflare are not 

provide to use free domain bandwidth.   

 

9.3 Reliability 
Cloudflare are globally distributed in the data centre or used 

to any cast network topology to provide best route path 

topology in the network. Cloudflare have distributed domain 

name system to directly respond your current website to 

control all traffic with ip addresses throw in the Cloudflare. 

This is also hidden part of security to provide ip address to 

web server.   

 

 10. CONCLUSION 
 

An Economical Cloud Storage System for Storing and 

Sharing huge Information. This project is developer or 

design in addition measure of the principle factors of this 

project, to store data in multiple cloud. But importance of 

the work or recommend application packages and 

extensions. Cloudflare are also provide to secure and use 

DDos attack to protect your data. file system information 

and facts as hold on in an exceedingly multiple of clouds. 

Our effects show that this style is viable and should be 

employed in real-global establishments that require to save 

lots of and proportion massive crucial information sets in an 

exceedingly controlled manner. 
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